RBAC Agenda

Wednesday, September 7, 2022
7-9pm, Rockville Virtual meeting

Join from the meeting link

https://rockvillemd.webex.com/rockvillemd/j.php?MTID=m7c0858005a93e538db45c41e05b0dbbe

Nancy Breen, Chair
Sophie Chan-Wood, Documenter

Key items:  City and Council Updates; RBAC letters of support; LAB Application; Bike Ride Planning

7:00-7:10:  Introductions, recording of meeting, modifications to the agenda, and approval of August minutes

7:10-7:30:  City Update, including Locations of Fix-it station; Town Center Road Diet project bid; Baltimore Road, LAB application (Bryan Barnett-Woods, Rockville Bicycle Coordinator)

7:30-7:45:  Council Update (Mark Pierzhala, Council Liaison)

7:45-8:00:  Approve RBAC letters (to amend the zoning ordinance for bike facilities, re: 1818 Chapman development project; Letter of support for federal DOT grant to improve cycling facilities; Jake will be submitting the letter on contributory negligence law in Maryland in the fall).

8:00-8:10:  Report from RPAC, including status of letter to Mayor and Council re contributory negligence law in Maryland (David Stinchcomb)

8:10-8:25:  Planning for Bike Rides (World Bike Day Carl Henn Memorial ride)

8:25-8:35:  Tour de Cookie Update (Jonathan Solomon)

8:35-8:40:  Bringing back Family Bike Rides (Shannon Brescher-Shae)

8:40-8:50:  Discuss resuming in-person meetings

RBAC rides video at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tt3wbQNq2BA
Meetup site:  www.meetup.com/bikerockville